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Step aside, here comes the latest noir of B.A. East. 

Try reading this, as I did, on the runway of a three-hour-delayed overseas 

flight. Frustration fades, claustrophobia dissipates, chuckles and admiration lighten 

the confining space. 

East conveys preceding forms and genres, but mainly tongue-in-cheek, as he 

forges his own unlikely triumphs of under-endowed good over muscle-flexing evil.  

Apathy, mano-a-mano struggles with dark forces and immediately 

recognizable characters slip into his “new noir,” but East manages to cite 

caricatures while also transcending them.  

The read is irresistible. A dystopian future is (believably enough) marked by 

complete dominance of the National Rifle Association over the former America, 

here called “The Republic.” The astute observer catches that this was more or less 

the case anyway; it just hadn’t been detailed yet in the mainstream media, for lack 

of evidence.  Fiction here fills in the few missing spaces amply. 

He reminds us through timely references that the calamitous future is near 

upon us.  Bringing Wolf Blitzer (“that white-haired cockatoo”) frequently into the 

mix reminds us this future is months at most, not years, ahead.   

East parodies the news, but not by much. In his only slightly dislocated 

bureaucracy, “sequester,” “lockdown,” “forms,” “furlough,” “budget,” “shelter in 

place” become bugbears that leap from familiar daily routines to finely crafted 

howlers. How better to deal with The Mess we’re in, than to laugh it off while we 

still can? 

Only in our currently defiled situation, could an unpaid intern have the gall 

and patience to assert moral power, as Gabriel Dunne does in this novel. The 

David vs. Goliath theme is present, but caricatures give way to familiarity we 

already know. The novelist’s hand is present, but more for our amusement than for 

the invention of new realities.  

Mass shootings continue at a steady clip in East’s new reality. The only 

difference from our own is that East’s go nearly unnoticed. The Republic is 



calibrated to expect and ignore them, notwithstanding the soulless Blitzer’s timely 

reminders. 

East constructs narratives as a cinematographer might, only cinema would 

not pack the same wallop with tone-perfect lines like the following: 

“Her lingering perfume filled his head with indecent thoughts.” 

“The shredder guy in the no-water room whose name nobody could 

remember…” 

“The Big K Kebab truck with the Tunisian chef whose fat, greasy hands 

turned meat into miracles.” 

Who has not relied in real life on the steady sanity and sassiness of a 

LaRhonda Watson? “LaRhonda clicked her turquoise nails on the desk top and 

snapped her bubble gum.”  (The same LaRhonda, whose full character is presented 

only later in the tale, deftly intervenes to give a rare element of hope in a world of 

moral ambiguity.) 

The institutional setting is the “Bureau of Government Intelligence and 

Execution,” aka BOGIE. Red cape to bull, East taunts us with the acronym, which 

evokes…boogie, Bogie (Bogard), bugger, booger, bookie, bogus. 

The reference comes up dozens of times, reminding us of classical 

bureaucratic silliness (viz. Nikolai Gogol) and the decent intentions of the 

humblest among us.  

Miles Miles; the sinuous Chloe, planning her wedding even as the seasons 

advance; the morally ambiguous Ralph Dvorak; the dead (get it?) Graves; and the 

fetching Karen Ung remind us, among other things, that unexplained human 

impulses generally come from the waist down. 

The classic American motif: the loneliness of good, versus hucksters on 

steroids. “High Noon,” with the straightforward motives of those seeking only to 

do their jobs, guided by decency and brains in gear. This remains America’s hope, 

even in dire times. 

America’s current king of noir, Walter Mosely, would have much to learn 

from B.A. East, and vice versa. I imagine a meeting, and the electric sparks 

resulting. 
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